
x*7.11r i'Jl

2. (i) Prove that infinite product
d iscon nected.

(ii) Lety -{{r,y):y -sin]
path-co n nected.

5.

{1{tlar

lnstructions for Candidates: 1. Candidates are required to attempt one
question each from sections A, B,'c and D and the entire section E.

2. Use of non programmable scientific calculator is allornred.

Section-A

1-. (i) Let {Yo: a e ,4} be any family of topological spaces. Also let {/,,
be open set in Yo.Prove that [1,. [/ois not an open set inl-loyo.
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(ii) Let r4v,l e -* are connected a ndA, ) Az r .... prove that f-1,,,,1,,

need not be connected.

. of discrete spaces is always totally
5

)
,0 ( .r < 1i Prove that closure of Y is not

Section-B
3 (i) Pror e that a sepai.abie metric space is Lindelof.

(ii) Let x : , be a space with half ray topology and y - I0,11 be the
space with usualtopology. prove thatX and y are normal spaces but
X x Y is not a normal space. 5

4. (i) LetX be a completely regular, and c(x) be the set of all bounded
continuous realvalued functions on x. For each x, f ,e ,let u (x, f ,e) :
{y,lf G) - f (y)l <e}, prove that {t/ (x, f ,e): f or aLl f ,x,e> 0} is a
sub-bases for the topology of X.
(ii) Prove that the necessary and sufficient condition for a filter/
converges to a in x is that there exist a filter q finer than / converging
toa. 5

Section-C
Let 6 : S,,, iz > .l and fix I € {1 ,2,...,n}, Let C.: : s,,ctit (3). Use group
action to prove that 6; is a subgroup cf G. Find lG,i. Also tind orb(i)
and j)rb(i)l for i e {1,2, ...,n}. 10

(,C,,[4 L
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C ti\ r^! -- ru. tr/Let pOeapftrneand:: I:_ -. a---a:j:-l:-, .*.^
)___,J_p Ji Croer p,forever), p, u < l? a,t.

(ii) Find the number of groups of order p,,l) prime,
identity element is of orcJer p.

Section-Di r r i il rs a nraxrmar rdealof non-commutative rrng R with unrty. rhen rslt '.i di',,ision ring?.Justify.

5liit tet R: tf lf ,[0,1 l- ,., f continuousJ. LetM, _ {f e Rl f.e): Q,

' e [0,1]. prove that M, isa maximar idear of /? and if M is any maxirnalideal of R then there exist c € [0,1] such that M = M.
5B' Define fundamentartheorem for finite Aberian gi-oups. Does it impiy theconverse of Lagrange's theorem in general? lf not, Explain for whichgroups the above statement is true(with proof).

Section-E
9. (i) Find Aut( ,,,)_t.).

(ii) Find a prime and maximal ideal (each) of ring ,,,n0[xl.

(iii) Find all groups (up to isomorphisnr) of order 69.

(iv) Give an example of a normal non_regula r space.

(v) Prove that [J A* is dense in fl i' if and onry if each A* isdensewhere An c y,r.

5

in whtch every non_

5-,

2

2

in Yo

10
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